
“Developing and nurturing young Crime-Free minds” 

“Everything right begins with me.” This is the main theme emphasized by Constable Hlazana O J of Hlogotlou police 

Station when addressing Onane Primary School learners on a Crime Awareness Campaign which was held on Friday 

the 26 April 2013 on school grounds. 

The Campaign was aimed at grooming learners to exercise 

their constitutional rights responsibly and also to make 

them aware of dangers of engaging in various forms of 

crime instead of developing and nurturing your future. 

The constable made the message loud and clear:  “Every 

right thing begins with me.” He urged learners not to point 

fingers at other people or copy wrong deeds of others but 

put their own future at the fore of everything for their own 

benefit and socio-economic enhancement of the country at 

large. 

Among other things, Onane school learners, educators, 

parents and everyone who is concerned about Crime in our country; should  take heed of the following “Quotable 

Quotes” from Constable Hlazana’s presentation: 

“Some people stop doing good because they are not congratulated.  Do good at all times and if there is no one to 

congratulate you for the good deed you have done; congratulate yourself and God will do the rest!” 

“Do not learn to forget but learn and teach!” 

“Adults should not just raise children but build young characters which 

would be responsible citizens of this country in future.” 

“As much as there is an immeasurable  emphasis on the children’s right 

to education, Shelter, healthy diet and safety;  children should be taught 

their responsibilities and obligations attached to these rights.” 

“Always aim at being better than you parents in future.” 

“Do not associate with bad friends who would lead you to temptations.” 

“Do not capitalize on the unfortunate situations and conditions that 

your elder brothers and sisters find themselves in and think you life 

would be a photocopy of theirs. Everyone is unique, with unique talents 

and unique blessings.” 

“Always aim high and walk tall.” 
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